
Thermo-Electrical Stability in

an Electrode - Elkem

The problem considered was the operation of an electrode, such as a S¢derberg
or Persson electrode, under transient conditions. In particular, the possibility
of potential instabilities in the steady-states was discussed. It is important
to know whether or not, after a change from normal operating conditions, a
furnace and its electrode will return to their· earlier equilibrium-if they do
not then there is a possibility of a dangerous situation arising.

To avoid extensive computations associated with the full thermo-electrical
problem, attention was focused on a single electrode with a specified electric
current flowing through it. This lead to a simpler coupled elliptic-parabolic
problem, for the electric potential and temperature. The geometry and
boundary conditions for this simpler model, together with current flow and
cooling conditions which varied according to position on the electrode sur-
face (e.g., above the clamp, at the clamp, or below the clamp), meant that
only a range of even simpler model problems were considered. These math-
ematical models were analysed to determine whether or not instabilities in
their steady-states might occur and, if so, over what sort of parameter range
(corresponding to possible novel furnace designs or operations) they might
occur, and lead to potentially dangerous situations in practice.

Although the current in a real elctrode is alternating, for simplicity only
models for direct-current flow were considered in detail. Some comments
regarding the AC situation, however, are made at the end of this report.

The heat and electric-current flow through only a single medium, the carbon
paste constituting the bulk of the electrode, were considered. The steel in a
Soderberg electrode and the graphite in a Persson electrode were ignored.
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where p, C, h; are the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the
carbon paste, all regarded as constants (it was assumed that they do not
vary much compared to the the electrical conductivity), z is the distance
along the electrode measured vertically downwards, U is the velocity of the
electrode in the z direction, j is the current density and a is the electrical
conductivity. The electrical conductivity was assumed to be a function of
temperature, a = a(T), although, in fact, it might also depend upon baking
time. The electrical conductivity of the carbon paste, as it is baked, seems to
be fairly well modelled by

a = a00 ( 1 + exp (T£T) ) -1,

Td = 65 ec, Tc = 775 ec, aoo = 32 000 n-1m-1.

Note that this relationship holds only if the temperature of the carbon paste
is rising and if it should ever drop, the conductivity would remain approxi-
mately constant until the temperature is raised above the previous maximum.

Figure 1: (a) Conductivity, (n-1m-1) and (b) resistivity (p,n .m) as func-
tions of temperature. Compared to measured data, the bend in the curve (a)
is a bit too sharp and the level part somewhat too flat.

Calculations done during the 1997 ESGI suggest that the Peclet number
for this problem is 0(1), so convection and conduction are equally important.
In much of what follows, however, convection is ignored as it does not appear
to greatly affect the qualitative behaviour of the solutions of this problem.



The electric current is given by Ohm's law (neglecting the interaction of
the magnetic field with the small velocity):

j = (JE;

j = -(J\!cp.

For (approximate) charge neutrality,

3 Rapidly-Varying Conductivity Model
It was noted that under normal present-day operation, most of the current
would be flowing through a region where the temperature ,,'as high enough
for (J(T) not to be varying significantly, while (J(T) does grow something
like exponentially fast for lower temperatures. Sketches of conductivity and
resistivity (to the paste) against temperature are shown in Figure 1.

Indeed, where (J grows, it can have quite sensitive dependence upon tem-
perature (with T varying over 0(103 °C), see (2)). Since, having (J nearly
constant would appear unlikely to lead to instability, which was what was
being sought, it was supposed that there might be a significant region of the
electrode where T was such that (J(T) was rapidly growing, say something
like (J = e>..T with>' "large".

To satisfy (4), it is natural to try a WKB expansion for cp, so cp rv

1>(x, t)e>..<I>(x), and it transpires that

cp rv 1>(x, t)e->"T



to leading order T satisfies a linear heat equation.
Although these approximations are likely to fail near the surface of the

electrode, especially in the vicinity of the cooled copper clamps which sup-
ply the current, this approach does not appear to indicate a mechanism for
instability.

4 The Lumped-Resistor Model
We now consider a very simple representation of the electrode as a single
resistor with uniform temperature T(t). The resistance depends upon tem-
perature, R = R(T), and, for a specified voltage V, T satisfies an ODE of
the form

dT = A V
2

_ B (T _ T. )
dt R a ,

where the cooling term B(T - Ta) represents heat loss by convection and
radiation. Likewise, for fixed current I,

it is clear that (7) has a unique steady state, and this is globally asymptoti-
cally stable, whereas (6) has, if Td < Tc/2, a range of V for which there are
three steady states; for smaller or larger V the equilibria are again unique
and globally asymptotically stable. Should V be such that (6) has multiple
steady solutions, it is clear that the largest and smallest are stable but the
middle one is unstable, see Figure 2.

Introducing dimensionless variables T*, 1*, V* and t* by

dT = V I - T V = (1+ eT-T)I
dt '



Figure 2: (Left) voltage versus current and (right) temperature versus current
at thermal equilibrium (dT/dt = 0) for the single-resistor model with t = 3.

Figure 2 shows that, if the equilibrium states of the single resistor are plotted,
voltage can be a non-monotone function of current.

A refinement of this model is essentially to split the electrode into two
parallel resistors:

ignoring thermal linkage between the two parts, or

dTl 2 ( ) (dt = AllR T1 - B(T1 - Ta) - C T1 - T2),

dT2 2 ( )dt = A12R T2 - B(T2 - Ta) + C(T1 - T2),

including such effects, with

It + 12 = J = specified current,

and hR(T1) = 12R(T2) = voltage drop down the electrode. The sizes of
A, B, C are indicated by the properties of the paste, dimensions of the elec-
trode and operating conditions.



From Figure 2 it is clear that an asymmetric equilibrium can be found;
different currents pass through the two resistors although they experience
identical potential drops. Figure 3 shows the currents (Il,12) corresponding
to stable states in this model. For a given total current I, the line II +12 = I
may contain two equilibria in addition to the one on the diagonal. In those
cases, the equilibrium on the diagonal is unstable, while the two off-diagonal
ones are stable. On the other hand, when the only equilbrium is on the
diagonal, it is stable.
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Figure 3: Locus of stability for the two-resistor model with no heat transfer
between resistors (f3 = 0).

Using the same scaling as for the single-resistor model, and after dropping
the stars, the two-resistor model with internal heat transfer is

d~ = R(Ti)Il- Ii - f3(Ii - T3-i) (i = 1,2),

R(1i)I
R(T1) + R(T2)'

R(T) = (1+ et-T).



We can investigate the stability of a symmetric equilibrium of this model
by linearising the system in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium point. The
derivative of the right-hand side of our system with respect to (T1, T2) is the
matrix

where ~ = R(Ti) and R~= R'(Ti).

In particular, the linearisation at a symmetric equilibrium point (T1 =
T2 = T, R1 = R2 = R(T), h = h = 1/2, V = R(T)1/2) is given by the
matrix

(-;:-13 ~+13)
-+(3 -1-{3
4

whose eigenvalues are -1+ R' / 4 and -1- 2{3- R' / 4. Bearing in mind that
R' < 0, we conclude that this equilibrium is stable if R' > -4(1 + 2(3) and
unstable if R' < -4(1 + 2(3).

As might be expected, a larger value of {3tends to stabilise the model.
This can also be seen from the phase diagrams in Figure 4, which show the
equilibrium undergoing a pitchfork bifurcation as {3varies.

5 The Ring Model
We now think of the electrode as a thin cylinder, perhaps with an insulating
middle, through which the current passes in the axial direction. (This model
might be justified if a conducting zone near the bottom of the clamps lies
outside and below paste which is effectively insulating and above paste which
is so well baked it can be thought of as a perfect electrical conductor.) If we
keep the total current fixed at a value 1 and the temperature is assumed to
vary only in the azimuthal (B) direction, we obtain a model of the form

[)T = D[)2T + 12K(T) 2 _ aT.
at [)B2 (Ign K(T) dB)

Here K(T) = 1/R(T) and Jgn K(T) dB represents the total conductivity of
the electrode. Now we linearise this around an equilibrium at a constant



Figure 4: Phase diagram for the two-resistor model. The two axes are T1

and T2; the total current is ] = 2, and T = 3. 13 varies between the figures
(in reading order) as follows: 13 = 0, 13 = 0.2, 13 = 0.5, 13 = 1.5.

temperature To. That is, we put T
S: as

at
a2s

D a(p +
2]2 K(To) Jg7r K'(To)S dB

(27fK(To))2 (27fK(To))3
solve this by putting S = e'Yt sin B where

]2K'(To)S

]2K'(T,)
-D + 0 _ Q

(27fK(To))2

and so the equilibrium is unstable if



The first representation considered in this section is related to those of the
previous two sections. Imagine that the electric current flows from one end
of the electrode to the other and that heat flow in the horizontal direction
is insignificant. Then, in the absence of convection (ignoring the electrode
motion),

aT a2T v2R(T)
-=D-+ 2'
at az2 ApC VoL R(T)dz)

aT = Dd2T + V2/a(T) 2'
at dz2 pC VOL dz/a(T))

if voltage V is specified, and

aT _ Da2T + [2R(T)
at - az2 Ape'

L = length of the electrode (distance between clamp and base),

R = resistance per unit length = 1/ Aa(T)

aT
az = 0 at z = L (base of electrode)

aT
a az = T at z = 0 (clamp)

apply.
The co-efficient a might be taken to be of the size of the clamp or the

radius of the electrode. (The zero temperature has been taken as clamp or
initial electrode temperature, or ambient temperature.)

The standard equation (11), with R a positive but decreasing function
of T, has a unique stationary solution, and this is globally asymptotically
stable. The equation (10), (derived from (11) on using V = [ JoL Rdz, see



[1] and [3]) has steady solutions given in terms of the two-point boundary
problem

d2T
dz2 + )'R(T) = 0, 0 < z < L,

dT
a dz = T(O),

v' = pC>.D (10' R(T)dZ)'

From (12), JoLRdz = t~:(0) and (~: (0) ) 2 = 2), J~W R(T)dT, so

hT(L)
V2 = 4K; R(T)dT.

T(O)

The problem (12) (which is the steady version of (ll)) has a unique
solution for all ). > 0 and T(O) + L~: (0) = (1 + L/a)T(O) < T(L) --+ 00 as
). --+ 00.

From (13) it can be seen that for resistivity l/CT(T) like (8), with Td
sufficiently small, V is initially increasing as a function of T(O), decreases,
and then, eventually,

V2
'" 4K;RooT(0)L/a

for high temperatures; the response diagram is like that of Figure 2(left).
The resistivity is a decreasing function of temperature (for paste) and, as in
[3], it follows that the middle of the three branches, where T is decreasing as
a function of V, is unstable (regarding V as fixed).

Without finding explicit or numerical solutions for given R(T), the inter-
val of V corresponding to multiple solutions (with an unstable intermediate
steady state) cannot be exactly identified - even whether or not it exists
is not immediately clear. Since explicit solutions are hard to come by, nu-
merical calculations would be needed and rather than do such exhaustive
simulations, only a simple treatment, using something like (8),

is carried out.
The problem (12), (15) can be made dimensionless by writing

du
a dZ (0) = u(O),

du
dZ(l) = 0,



It should be first observed that if a ~ 1 (apparently a "long" electrode)
the top boundary condition reduces to a Dirichlet one, u(O) = O. It has
been found, [1], [3], that such problems with V as the controlling parame-
ter never have multiple solutions: JoU(1) r(u) du increases monotonically with
temperature u(l).

At this point it is worth commenting on the effect of non-zero electrode
velocity. Numerical simulations of this problem were carried out during the
Study Group, taking a resistivity like (17), including a ~~ term, representing
convection, as well as the diffusive term ~~~, in the equation, and imposing
the Dirichlet condition at Z = O. The voltage-temperature response diagram
remained monotonic. (This is consistent with the purely convective problem,
[4].) This suggested that the inclusion of convection was not significant
as regards the qualitative behaviour so convection was not considered in
the later models; convection will, of course, significantly affect quantitative
results.

The contrasting limiting case, a ~ 1 (which may be thought of as a short,
fat electrode if a = electrode diameter) gives poor heat loss (the problem has
approximate homogeneous Neumann conditions at both ends). This case
has not been discussed but might, with appropriate limiting values of other
parameters, lead to the lumped model of Section 4.

\Ve now suppose that a is neither large nor small: a is of order L.
From the earlier discussion of "small" Td, it is clear that if K is large

enough (the smallest value of (J is small enough compared with the high-
temperature value), then there is a range of voltages for which there are
three solutions. This voltage is, by (13), of size .jK52Td (assuming that 51
is not very much greater than 52)' The corresponding electric current is of
magnitude 1v'KJd.

Following Section 4, the electrode is now represented by a pair of one-
dimensional devices. The pair of temperature equations is

C aT2 _ aT2 Ji R(T2) h(T _ T ) (19)
P at - K, az2 + A + 1 2 ,

where A is now the cross-sectional area of each half of the electrode and h is
some effective heat-transfer coefficient, expected to be of size KIA, (such a
representation really requires that the time scale » pCAI K.) The currents



It is clear that (18) - (21) have a symmetric steady state (T1 = T2, J1 =
J2 = 1= J/2) as for the single-temperature model. The stability of such
equilibria was then investigated.

Carrying out a linear stability analysis, writing

T1 = T + u, T2 = t - u,

where T(z) is the solution of (12), gives

8u 82u 12 1R
pC 8t = K, 8z2 + A R' u + 2-:4 j - hu,

1 foL R'udz + j foL Rdz = 0

8u 82 U 12R' U 212R JoLR' udz
pC 8t = K, 8z2 + ~ - AJoL Rdz - hu. (22)

This problem may be compared with that given by linearising the single
equation with fixed V:

2V2RJo
L R'udz

(JOLRdz)
3

On substituting current 1= V/ (JOLRdz) into (22), it is seen that (22) is just
(23), with an extra, stabilising, term -hu.

It follows that for symmetric steady states corresponding to (10) having
a single stationary solution, or indeed to any equilibrium which is increasing
as a function of V, so that the results of [3] indicate stability for problem
(10), this static situation is also stable for the more involved models (18)
- (21). Taking h to be small enough, the converse will hold, if the steady
state corresponds to one which is a decreasing function of V then (18) -



(21) exhibits instability. Increasing h has the effect of making smaller the
range of V and J with unstable, symmetric, stationary solutions. In this
unstable range it is possible to find stable steady states which are asymmetric:
T1 (z) =1= T2 (z). Fig. 5 shows the temperature profiles found for a particular
example, with a a as in (15), and including a convective term.
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Figure 5: Asymmetric temperatures with pCU L/ K, = 1, R(T) = Rooe-T/Td,

o./L = 1, hL2/K, = 0.1, and PL2Roo/K,TdA = 100.

The linear instability shown by (23) is associated with the positivity of
the largest eigenvalue, for

_ d2'l/J 12R''l/J 212R JoL R''l/Jdz
pC,'l/J - K, dz2 + ~ - AJoL Rdz ' (24)

given by writing u = e'Yt'l/J(z). The coupled problem is unstable if h < ,.
Looking at the size of the last term of (24) (again using (15)), as this is the
only destabilising term, indicates that instability might only happen if K, is
small enough compared with 52J2 / ATd•

As a final generalisation of this one-dimensional model a two-dimensional
version, with a one-dimensional steady state, can be considered. (A three-
dimensional case, say a circular cylinder, could be discussed with little addi-
tional difficulty. The qualitative results are expected to be the same.)



The pair (18), (19) is replaced by

oT (02T 02T)pC7it=K, oy2 + oz2 +a-(T)I\7<p12,

\7 . (a-(T)\7<p) = 0

(which is the two-dimensional version of (4) - (5) with no convection).
The boundary conditions are

'P = 0 on z = 0, 'P = V(t) on z = L such that f j,' (IT~:) .~L dy = J,

o<p
oy = 0 on y = 0 and on y = f,

oT oT
a- = T on z = 0 - = 0 on z = lOZ ' oz '

oT
OZ = 0 on y = 0 and on y = e.

The basic steady states, T = T(z), <p(z) = I Joz dzja-(T(z)) are the same
as for the simple one-dimensional model (I = Jj f2). Now a suitable linear
perturbation, to satisfy the conditions on y = 0 and y = f, is

v(z, t) cos1ryjf for potential.

The top and bottom boundary conditions for temperature hold if a~~ = u
on z = 0 and ~~ = 0 on z = L. The remaining boundary conditions, for
potential, require v = 0 on z = 0 and z = L. The total current condition is
automatically satisfied.

The linearised equations are:



or :z (a ~~ + Ia-Ia'U) - ;: v = O. (28)

The problem of finding whether the solution (u, v) of (27), (28) is growing
or decaying (for u = e'Yt'ljJ(z,). v = e'Ytx(z), 'Y> 0 or 'Y< 0 respectively) is still
far from trivial. Two limiting cases can be taken further. Firstly, for f « L
(a long or thin electrode), the second term on the right-hand side of (27) is
clearly important and indicates stability. Secondly, for f » L (a short or fat
electrode), the second term on the right-hand side of (27) and the last term
in (28) can be neglected to give

8(8V 1')and 8z a 8z + I a- au = 0

Integrating (30) gives

so ~~ = j /a - I a-2a'u, which, since v = 0 at both ends of the electrode,
means that j = I JoLa-2a'udz/ JoLa-Idz and

8v = I (Jo
L
a-

2
a'udz _ a-2a'u) .

8z a JO
L a-Idz

Substitution of this into (29) yields

which, on taking the appropriate relations between V and I (also Rand
a-I, R' and a-2a') is just (23). This indicates, once again, that if the basic
one-dimensional solution corresponds to an intermediate (unstable) solution
for fixed V, then it can be unstable, even for fixed current J, if the aspect
ratio is large enough.

7 Another One-Dimensional Model
A related and reasonably simple situation is to have an electrode with domi-
nant heat flow across it: the ends are effectively insulated so ~~ ~ 0 at each.



Once again it is possible to obtain a single, but nonlocal, equation modelling
this case (again see [1]). By relating electric field V/ L to total current J and
local current density j (j = a V/ L in the z direction, J = (V / L) In adxdy if
n is the cross-section of the electrode), temperature is seen to satisfy

8T (82T 82T) J2a
pC 8t = K, 8x2 + 8y2 + (In adxdy)2'

Considering the one-dimensional version of this,

8T 82T J2a
pC- = K,- + --- (32)

8t 8y2 (J~adxdy) 2
,

the steady states take the form T = T(y). For special cases a(T) = 53eT/Td or
a = 53 + 54T results of [5] show that these stationary solutions are stable to
perturbations independent of x and z. It is expected that similar results hold
for more general conductivities a(T) and for z-independent perturbations of
equilibria of (31). This would mean that this simple configuration would
allow no instabilities independent of height in the electrode; more general
perturbations (e.g., u(x,y,z,t)) have yet to be considered.

8 Alternating Current
On taking the electric field to be Re {Eeiwt} (the complex exponential ac-
counts for the alternating field; E might also vary over a slower time scale, the
thermal time scale) and neglecting electrical permittivity, Maxwell's equa-
tions give

\72E - \7(\7 . E) = iJ1waE with \7. (aE) = O.

These equations are coupled with the heat equation

This more complete problem still requires attention.
There was a suggestion that the oscillations would result in a skin effect

with nearly all the current flowing near the surface of the electrode. Cal-
culations done in the course of the 1997 Study Group indicated that this
was unlikely for carbon paste. If this effect were present then the analysis
of Section 5, and possibly of Section 6, could still have relevance, taking the
effective conductivity to be axskin thickness (which should be ex 1/ va).
Care would need to be taken with regard to how the heat-transfer terms also
yary with skin width.
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